
Industry leading approach
Linkly has collaborated with some of the leading 
POS providers to create an easy to use, best in 
market Pay at Table (PAT) experience that includes, 
surcharging, tipping and split billing.

Take control of the payment experience and create better dining / drinking 
occasions for your customers. Pay @ Table brings the checkout to the customer, 

giving them the convenience of settling their bill at the table. 

Enhance customer service via more ‘face-
time’ with the customers, while creating the 
opportunity for inclusion of tips

Increase efficiencies by avoiding traffic jams 
at the Point of Sale (POS) terminal

POS logging
All Payment transactions and event logging are stored 
in the POS system for reconciliation and auditing 
purposes.

PAY @ TABLE

Seamless and secure payment acceptance

Increase profitability: moving diners 
through a restaurant quicker to provide 
faster table turnaround without 
compromising the experience

All-in-one Food & Beverage solution
The Linkly solution provides the seamless capability 
to conduct PAT sales including configurable 
surcharging, tipping and split billing in a single 
transaction flow. 

Leading Food & Beverage POS 
systems 
Linkly has a working with the leading POS providers 
to certify the capability with Australia’s leading 
merchant acquirers.

FOOD & BEVERAGE FOR MERCHANTS

Improve guest satisfaction, enabling 
customers to pay immediately without 
having to wait for their card to be returned 
by their waiter

Decrease labour costs through assignment 
of additional tables to each waiter without 
compromising service

One-stop-shop for PAT
Linkly has provided PAT configurable surcharging, 
percentage / fixed tipping and split billing in a 
single seamless product. 



Contact your merchant acquirer to 
request installation of a Linkly PAT 
compliant payment terminal.

Apply directly to your merchant 
acquirer to enable PAT.

Verify that your POS provider has 
certified with the Linkly for PAT.
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Implementation just 
takes 5 simple steps:

Install and activate your payment 
terminals.

You’re ready to go!

Of course, we are always here to help. 
From POS integration, through to 
resolving technical issues, you can rely 
on our expertise every step of the way.

We’d be happy to help with more information or advice 
about your solution implementation. Simply email: 
sales@Linkly.com.au

Want to know more?

Expert support is on 
hand through our 
Client Help Desk
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